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A maximal function is introduced for distributions acting on certain spaces 
of Lipschitz functions defined on spaces of homogeneous type. A decom- 
position into atoms for distributions whose maximal functions belong to L’, 
p Q 1, is obtained, as well as, an approximation theorem of these distributions 
by Lipschitz functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to construct a maximal theory for HP spaces 
defined on spaces of homogeneous type. With this aim, we introduce some class 
of spaces of homogeneous type that we call normal spaces of order Q and we 
define a space E” of Lipschitz functions that plays the role of the Cm functions 
with compact support on R”. By a distribution on Em we mean a continuous 
linear functional on Em. A maximal function is associated in (1.11) to a distribu- 
tion, which is similar to the maximal functions considered, for instance, in [7] 
and [2]. A Calderbn-Zygmund type lemma for distributions is obtained in (3.2), 
generalizing a result in [6j. We apply this lemma to get in (4.13) a decomposition 
in series of p-atoms for a distribution whose maximal function belongs to Lp. 
This result was announced in [lo]. Decompositions of this type were obtained 
in [3] for the real line, in [8] for Rn and in [l] for Rn with diagonalizable parabolic 
metrics. The fact that this decomposition is obtained for distributions, allows us 
to prove in (4.16) an approximation theorem by Lipschitz functions. Finally, 
Theorem (5.9) shows that the atomic HP spaces, as defined in [9] and [5], can be 
identified with the space of the distributions on Ea whose maximal functions 
belong to Lp. 
We observe that from the results obtained in [l I], it turns out that given an 
arbitrary space of homogeneous type (X, d, p), there exists a normal space of 
order cy > 0, (X, 6, p), such that the Lip@, q) spaces on (X, d, p) coincide with 
the Lip(p) spaces on (X, 6, CL). Moreover, a function defined on X is a$-atom on 
(X, d, p) if and only if this function is a p-atom on (X, 6, CL). Therefore, if 
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(1 + a)-’ < p < 1, Theorem (5.9) implies that the elements of the atomic 
P-spaces on (X, d, CL) can be identified with distributions whose maximal 
functions belong to Lp. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let X be a set. A non-negative function d(x, y) defined on X x X shall be 
called a quasi-distance on X if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1.1) foreveryxandyinX,d(x,y)=Oifandonlyifx=y, 
(1.2) for every x and y  in X, d(x, y) = d(y, +v) and 
(I .3) there exists a finite constant I( such that 
4.6 Y) < W(% 4 + 4% Y)) 
holds for every x, y  and .a in X. 
The subsets {(x, y): d(x, y) < C} of X x X define a base of a metrizable 
uniform structure on X. The balls B(x, r) = {y: d(x, y) < r], r > 0, form a 
base of neighbourhoods of x for the topology induced by the uniform structure. 
We shall say that a set X, with a quasi-distance dfx, y) and a non-negative 
measure p defined on a u-algebra of subsets of X which contains the balls 
B(x, r), is a normal space if there exist four positive and finite constants A, , A, , 
Kl and K, , K, < 1 < Kl , such that 
and 
4~ < /@(x, 9) if 7 G &p(X), (l-4) 
q-c, Y) = x if r > K+(X), (1.5) 
47 3 M(x> 9) if r 3 K2&4) (l-6) 
qx, r> = 64 if r < K4xH (1.7) 
hold for every x in X and r > 0. 
We observe that, under these conditions, there exists a finite constant A such 
that 
PW, 24 < 4-0(x, ~1) (1.8) 
holds for every x in X and r > 0. 
A normal space X with a quasi-distance d(x, y) such that there exist 01, 0 < 
(y. < co, and a finite constant K, satisfying 
I 4x, z) - 4~3 4 < Ko+Q(x, Y)“, (1.9) 
for every x, y  and z in X, whenever d(x, z) < r and d(y, z) < r, shall be called 
a normal space of order ~1. 
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We denote by Lip(p), 0 < ,8 < co, the set of all functions 4(x) defined on Y 
such that there exists a finite constant C satisfying 
I $44 - d(Y)1 < c+, YY> 
for every h: and y  in X. The least constant C for which this conditions holds is 
denoted by 114 /]a . 
Let G(X) be a function which is integrable on bounded subsets of S. For any 
ball, we define 
We shall say that a function G(x), integrable on bounded subsets of X, belongs 
to BMO if there exists a finite constant C such that 
holds for any ball B. The least constant C satisfying this condition shall be 
denoted by jl # I],, . 
In this paper we find convenient to denote the norm of a function f(z) in 
Lq(X, dp), 0 < Q < co, by llfllLq = (.I lf(x)lq &(x))~‘*. For Q = ~0, I!fllm shall 
stand for the essential supremum of I f(z)\. 
Let us take a point x,, in X and let n be a positive integer. We shall denote by 
Ena the set of all functions with supports contained in B(x, , n)- which belong to 
Lip(p) for all 0 < /3 < 01. We shall also denote by Ena the topological vector 
space (Enn, ZnU), where Zncl is the topology for Enm defined by the family of norms 
(11 . lJB: 0 < ,f3 < a> and )/ . /lrn . This topological vector space is a Frechet space 
and the topology Z;,, restricted to Ena coincides with Znm. We denote by Ea the 
strict inductive limit of the sequence {Ena)zcl . The set Eoi consists of all func- 
tions with bounded supports belonging to Lip@), for every 0 < p < a. The 
definition of E” does not depend on the point x,, chosen in the definition of the 
spaces Ena. We shall say that a linear functionalfon Ea is a distribution on Ee if it 
is continuous. 
For y, 0 < y  < 01, and x in X, we introduce a class TY(x) which will allow 
us to define maximal functions of distributions on Ea. We shall say that a 
function # belonging to Ee is in T,(x) if there exists Y  such that Y  3 Ka&{x}), 
the support of # is contained in B(x, Y) and 
y  II It IL G 1 and yl+y II #J IL < 1. (1.10) 
Let f be a distribution on Ea and 0 < y  < 01. We define the y-maximal 
function f:(x) off as 
(1.11) 
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In the sequel, we shall sometimes denotefz(x) by f*(x), when no confusion 
arises. 
For a locally integrable function h(x), the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function 
M(h)(x) is defined, as usual, by 
M@)(x) = sup 0-l 1s I h(Y)1 MY)! (1.12) 
where the supremum is taken over all balIs B containing x. 
Let p, 0 < p < 1. We shall say that a function a(~) defined on a normal space 
is a p-atom, if there exists a ball B such that 
the support of u(x) is contained in B, (1.13) 
II a Ilm < P(B)-~‘~ (1.14) 
and 
s u(x) d/L(x) = 0. (1.15) 
If p(X) is finite, we may assume p(X) = 1, and the characteristic function of 
X shall be also considered as a p-atom. 
Given a function f(x) in D(X, dp), I < Q < co, the linear functional f on 
Ea defined as 
(f, dJ> = J.fW tw 444, (1.16) 
is a distribution. We shall say that f is the distribution induced by the function 
f (4. 
In the sequel we shall work on a normal space (X, d, p) of order (Y. 
2. BASIC LEMMAS 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let 1 < q < 03. There exists a jinite constant c, such that for 
every function h(x) in b(X, dp) 
For a proof of this lemma see [4]. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Letr>O,x,EXandq>l. Then 
s CBkco ,d (r/d(x, x,&)4 d&x) < A,A;12a(2q-’ - 1)-l p(B(x” , Y)). 
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Proof. We can assume that r < KIp(X) since otherwise, by (1.5), we have 
B(x, , r) = X and the lemma is trivial. Let s = max(r, K,p((x})/2}. By (1.7), we 
have B(x, , Y) = B(xO, s). Then 
6 f  2-9L(B(x, ,2%)). 
R=O 
Since 2s > K&x0), by (1.6), we get that the last series is bounded by 
24s f  2-“‘4-1’ = 2~‘Jyp’ - I)-ls. 
k=O 
Observing that s ,< Q(X), we get A,s < p(B(xO , s)) = p(B(xo , Y)). Therefore, 
s CBkc&d 
(Y/d(X, x0))* d&x) < L4,A;12”(2*-1 - 1)-r /@(X0 , Y)), 
which is the statement of the lemma. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let h(x) be a function in Lq(X, dp), 1 < q < co, with support 
contained in B = B(xO , R) and Jh(x) dp(x) = 0. Then, the y-maximal function 
h;( ) f  h d’ t -6 t x o t e 1s YI u ion induced by h(x) satisfies 
for (I + y)-’ < p < 1. The constant C,,, does not depend on h(x). 
PYOOJ In order to estimate h*(x), let #(x) E TV(x) and let B(z, Y) be the ball 
associated to 4(x) in the definition of the class T,(x). Then, 
which by (I .6) and (1.10) is smaller than or equal to 
therefore, 
h*(d < AM(h)(z). (2.5) 
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Let z $ B(x, , 2KR) and 4 as before. We can assume that B(x, , R) n B(z, r) # 
ia, since otherwise (h, I/J) = 0. This implies R < r and d(z, x,,) < 2Kr. Then, 
G II h llp . (1, I Ye) - $ul)I*’ Q(x)y* 
< II h IlLa 9 II 4 il., WWX~ , R)YQ 
< II h IlLa * [R/~l’+YR-lp(f&, , R))l’*’ 
< [/ h llLp . [2KR/d(z, x#+y R-l,u(B(x, , R))l’*‘. 
Now, observe that R > Kzp({xO}). Otherwise, B(x, , RR) = {x,,} and since the 
integral of h(x) is equal to zero, then h itself would be identically equal to zero. 
Then, we get 
h*(z) < A, II h llrp * p(+o , R))-““[2KR/d(z, x,,)]~+~, (2.6) 
for z 6 B(xe , 2KR). Using the estimates (2.5) for z E B(x, , 2KR) and (2.6) on 
the complementary set of B(xO, 2KR), by Lemmas (2.2) and (2.1), we obtain 
which is (2.4). 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let a(x) b e a p-atom, (1 + r)-’ <p < 1. Then, the 
distribution a on Ea induced by the function u(x) satisfies 
where C, is finite and independent of the p-atom. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let 0 < y  < OL and p such that (1 + y)-l < p < 1. If (fn}~zl 
is a sequence of distributions on Ea such that for every E > 0 there exists N, satisfyin 
for evwy n, m > N, . Then, there exists a distribution f such that 
(i) fn converges strongly to f  
(ii) lim,,, S(f - fZ(xP d/4x) = 0. 
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Proof. Let A be a bounded subset of Ea. Since Ea is the strict inductive limit 
of the spaces Ena, there exists a ball B(x, , R), whose radius R can be taken greater 
than Kz~({x,,}), containing the supports of all the functions 4 in A. Since A is 
bounded, there is a constant c such that Ij 4 Ijon < c and ;I# /IV < c for every 
4 E A. We can always assume that Rc > 1. Then, since for every x E B(x, , R) 
the support of #(x) is contained in B(x, 2KR), it follows that (2 KRc)-l-“#(y) 
belongs to T,(x) for every x E B(x, , R) and every # in A. This implies 
for x E B(x, , R). Taking the p-th-power and integrating on B(x, , R) we obtain 
This shows that {fn~~cl is a strong Cauchy sequence in the dual space of E”l. 
Therefore, there exists a distribution f  on Ea which is the strong limit of the 
sequence {fn}zcl . This proves (i). 
In order to prove (ii), let (f.,: be a subsequence satisfying 
Let 71 > N, and h such that nh > N, and 2-h < E. Then, since 
we obtain 
f  - fn = 2 (fnb+l - fn,) + fn, - fn , 
k=h 
s (f - fn)*w 444 
G f  j (fw,, 
k=h 
- fn,)*wp 444 + j (fn, - fn>*w 444 
< 3E. 
This shows (ii). 
(2.9) LEMMA (covering lemma). Let Q be an open set of jinite measure 
strictly contained in X and d(x) = inf{d(x, y): y  #Q}. Given C > 1, let Y(X) = 
(2 KC)-‘d(x). Then, there exist a natural number M, which depends on C, and a 
sequence {x,J such that, denoting Y(x,) by Y, , we have 
(2.10) the balls B(xn , (4K)-*Y,) are pairwise disjoint, 
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(2.11) the union U, B(xn , 7,) is equal to Q, 
(2.12) for every n, B(xn , Cr,) is contained in Sz, 
(2.13) for every n, x E B(xn , Cr,) implies that 
Cr, < d(x) < 3K2C7, , 
(2.14) for every n, there exists yn $9 such that d(xn , yn) < 3 KCr, and 
(2.15) for every n, the number of balls B(x, , Crk) whose intersections with 
B(xn , Cr,) are non-empty is at most M. 
The proof of this lemma is essentially given in [4] and shall be omitted. 
(2.16) LEMMA (partition of the unity). Let Q be an open set of jinite measure 
strictly contained in X. Consider the sequences {xn} and {rn} given by Lemma (2.9) 
for C = 5K. Then, there exists a sequence {&( x 0 non-negative functions satis- )} f 
fying 
(2.17) the support of& is contained in B(x~ , 2r,), 
(2.18) the function 4% is greater than or equal to M-l on B(x, , r,), 
(2.19) there exists c such that for every n, & E Lip(a) and I/ +n /lo: < CY;= and 
c u4 = xnw. (2.20) 
n 
Observe that these conditions imply that for every n and 0 < p < a, 
II 472 l/B G c’r2 (2.21) 
holds for a constant c’ which does not depend on p and n. 
Proof. Let T(S) be an infinitely differentiable function on [0, a) such that 
O<~(s)<l,~(s)=l ifO<s<l andT(s)=Oforsa2. Foreveryn, we 
define 
$s(x) = 44x, xn)/rn). 
These functions I& are non-negative, with support contained in B(xn , 2r,) 
and, by (2.11) and (2.15), satisfy 
for every x in 9. 
Let us estimate [I #, lla. Consider 1 $J~(x) - &(y)I. We can assume x E B(x,, 2r,). 
I f  y  + B(xn , 4Kr,), then d(x, y) > 27, and therefore, 
I $,x(x) - #n(y)1 = I P&9 < 1 < 4-r, y)“r,“. 
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If y  E B(xn , 4Kr,), by the mean value theorem, we have 
I ?lu.4 - A( < I! 7 I!% . I 4x7 ha) -f(r, xrM?l 1 
which, by (1.9), is bounded by a constant times r;“d(x, y)“. This shows that 
where the constant c does not depend on n. 
We define #Jo as &(x) = 0 if x $ Q and &(x) = ~&(x)/Z&~(x) if x E Sz. 
In order to estimate I/& llbl , let x E B(xn , 2r,) and y  E B(xn , 4Kr,). We have 
Since x, y  E B(xn , 5Kr,), by (2.15) we have that at most M functions I,!J~ are 
different from zero at any of those points and by (2.13), the corresponding radii 
rk are equivalent to Y, . Therefore, 
IfxEB(x,, 2~~) and y  $ B(xn , 4Kr,), we get d(x, y) > 2r, . Therefore, 
which proves (2.19). The remaining properties of the functions &(N) are clear 
from their definitions. 
(2.22) LEMMA. Let 0 < /3, 1 < q(l f  /3) and M a positive integer. There 
exists a finite constant c~,~.~~ such that given any sequence ofpoints, {xJ, and any 
sequence of positive numbers {r,j-, satisfying the condition that no point in X belongs 
to more than M balls B(x, , r,), then 
.rL 
1 [I + 4x, .%)ip(B(x, , rn)kpa ’ 4-4x) < G,,~,M P u B(G , rn) . 
n 1 i ,1 ) 
The proof is simple and shall be omitted. 
3. CALDER~N-ZYGMUND TYPE LEMMA 
3.1 LEMMA. Let 0 < d(x) < 1 be a function belonging to Lip(a) with support 
contained in a baZZ B(x, , r”). Assume that J+(x)dp(x) > 0 and Ij $ Ilo < cri6, 
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for some constant c not depending on 0 < B < OZ. Then, the linear mapping S, 
de$ned on EN by 
hold for 0 < /3 < 01. Moreovier, S, is continuous from Ea into Ea. 
Proof. It is clear that supp S,(4) C B(x, , ;yg) for any 16 in Ed. Let 0 < fi < 01. 
We shall estimate the Lipschitz /?-norm of A’,(#). Let x E B(x,, , Y,,) and y  E X. 
Then, 
which shows that 
On the other hand 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
(3.2) LEMMA (Calderhn-Zygmund type lemma). Let f  be a distribution on 
Ea such that for some y, 0 < y  < (Y, and somep, (1 + y)-l < p < 1, its y-maximal 
function belongs to LP(X, dp). Let t > [Jr;“(x)P dp(x)/p(X)]lIn and S2 = 
{x: f,*(x) > t}. This set is open, strictly contained in X and ~(~22) < co. Let {C&(X)} 
be the partition of the unity associated ia Lemma (2.16) to l2 and denote by S, the 
linear transformation S*, defined in Lemma (3.1). I f  we dejine the distribution b, by 
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for 1c, E Ea, we have that 
and 
Moreover, the series Z,,b, converges strongly in the dual space of Ea to a distribution 
b satisfying 
and 
4%) d CtC [yn/(d(x, 4 + Y,#+~ + ~f,*(d x0(4 
11 
(3.6) 
s b,W’ 444 G c S,f :bY’ 444. 
The distribution g = f - b satisfies 
(3.7) 
g%> < ctx [rn/(d(x> 4 + yn)ll+Y + cfY*(xl xc&)- (3.8) 
n 
Proof. Let us estimate (b,);(x) = b;(x). Let x $ B(xn , 4Kr,) and 4 E T,(x). 
Let B(x, r) be the ball associated to # in the definition of the class T,(x). I f  
mt 4 n w%z > 2r,) = ,B then S,(glr) = 0 and therefore, (b, , $) = 0. 
Assume B(x, r) n B(xn , 2r,) # 0. Then it follows that 2r, < r and d(x, x,) < 
2Kr. Let yn be the point given by (2.14). Then, 
SUPP &(49 c %l 7 2r,) c qrlz f  17K3r,) 
and since x, # yn , by (1.7), 17K3v, > Ka~({y~}). Moreover, by Lemma (2.21) 
and (3.1), we have 
and 
(17~3y?J1+yll ~,(~>li, < c~~+“ll # IIY (3.9) 
Therefore, since rl+v j/ C/J IIY < 1 and d(x, x,) < 2Kr, we get that (3.9) and (3.10) 
are both bounded by 
+,ld@, xn)Y+“. 
These estimates on S,(#) imply that 
I& > #>I G cl?nld(x, dl’+‘f %4 
< ct[r,Jd(x, x,)]~+~. 
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Therefore, for x $ B(xn , SKY,), we have shown that 
c&4 d C~[YnP@, %)ll+v 
d ct[m/(@, %) + r?xfY. 
(3.11) 
Consider now x E B(xn , SKY,). Let 4 E: T,,(x) and B(x, Y) be the ball associated 
to I/ in the definition of the class T,(x). Assume first Y  3 r, . Then, 
and 
SUPP &CR C VP +n C Wn , 2yn) C %, 6K2y), 
(6K2rY+v II GtQ I/y < c++~ II 4 lly < c 
therefore, 
K&l 9 #>I = I<“6 &k4>l < ccw. 
I f  we assume r < Y, , then 
(3.12) 
&W(Y) = 4?%(Y) #(Y) - [ j M4 44q * 1 SW M4 4-44 *b(r) 
= h,(Y) - MY). 
The supports of h, and ha are contained in B(x, Y) and B(x, 6K2r,), respectively. 
Since by definition of $ in the class T,,(x) we have Y > R&({x>), then, obviously 
6K2rn > K,p({x}). Let us estimate 11 ha Ilrn . We have 
II 4 ilm < [ 1 Ah4 44~I]p1 jB,, T) I ?@)I d&I 444 
G II 1cI I/m 9@(-% 1 y,)>Y PW, y)). 
Since B(xn , YJ # X, by (1.5), we get r,, < K+(X). Therefore, 
II h, /lm < A,A;l II * /lm . rr2 = c II 4 IL - yy2. 




6K2r, II h2 IL ,( c, (6K2r,)lfy II A2 IL < c, 
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which imply that 
From (3.12) and (3.13) we get 
C(x) < c *f34, 
for every x E B(xn ,4Kr,). 
What was proved in (3.11) and (3.14) shows that 
(3.14) 
which is (3.4) in the statement of the lemma. Taking the pth-power of the 
inequality (3.4) and integrating on X, we get 
therefore, by Lemma (2.2), we get 
Taking into account that B(xn , 4Kr,) C Q, we obtain 
This proves (3.5). 
Next, let us study the convergence of the series .Z’&, . From (2.15), (3.5) and 
the fact that r;“(z) is in Lp(X, &) we get that the partial sums of Cnbn satisfy 
the conditions of Lemma (2.8). Therefore, C,b, converges strongly in the dual 
space of P to a distribution b. Estimates (3.6) and (3.7) for 6,*(x) are obtained by 
adding up the estimates (3.4) and (3.5) already proved. 
In order to prove (3.8) consider x E .Q and let k be such that x E B(x, , rk). 
Let /J E T,,(X) and B(x, Y) be the ball associated to 4 in the definition of the 
class T,,(X). By (2.19, the set J of all integers n such that B(xn , 4Kr,) n 
B@, > 2Kr,) # GJ has at most AZ elements. Moreover, by (2.13), for every 
n E J, T, satisfies 
(3K3-‘rlc < Y, < (3k’2)r, and B(% , 4Ky,) C B(y, , ~OIPY,), 
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where yK is the point given in (2.14). Let us assume first that r < rk . Then, 
qx, r) c qx, 7 233,). Therefore, we have 
Thus, if we denote 
we get that 
6% $0 = c <f, BJ. 
ncl 
Moreover, for n E J, the support of&(x) is contained in B(y, , 6OK%,), where 
yk is the point given in (2.14). Since xk E B(y, , 6OK%,) and xk # yk by (1.7) 
60K6r, >, K,p({yk}). Simple computations show that for n E J 
which imply that, for these values of n, 
Therefore, 
< Met < Met c [~,J(d(x, x,) + r,)]l+‘. n 
Let us consider the case when r > rk . Then, 
Kg, #>I < I<f> $>I + I@, #>I B Kf, #>I + C I(b, 3 #>I + c I<&, $>I. IEJ n&l 
Now, letting yk be the point given in (2.14), we get that B(x, r) C B(y,, 2OK4T). 
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Since x # y,+ , arguing as before, we get 20K4r > Kzp({yk}). Therefore, for 
n E J, we obtain 
and 
.< c’t ’ c [r,!‘(d(x, ) + YJlfY 
7iEJ 
l(f, +>I G Cf.T(Y,) < ct G ct ’ [r,‘(d(x, ?c) + ?c)l”‘~ 
On the other hand, 
Since, by definition of J, n $ J implies that x $ B(xn , 4Kr,), then estimate 
(3.4) for b:(x) shows that 
zJ I(bn 1 #>I < ct . 1 P,!G+, 4 + ~,P. 
n&J 
Therefore, we have shown that if x E Q, then (3.8) holds. If x $ Q and 4 E T,,(x), 
we have 
and, by (3.6), we get that (3.8) also holds for x C$ Q. This finishes the proof of 
the lemma. 
(3.15) LEMMA. Let 7(s) be an in..nite~ dz&entiubZe function defined on [0, co) 
such thatO<~(s)<l,~(s)=l forO<s<I und~(s)=Ofors>2. We 
de$ne 
Then, for 0 < /3 < 01 and 0 < t < K+(X), we have 
sup{&, y, t): 5, y E Xl < ct-1, 
(3.17) for every x, x’ and y in X 
I P(X, y, t) - p(x’, y, t)l < ct”-ld(x, x’)fi, 
(3.18) fo7 evmy x, y  and y’ in X 
(3.16) 
I P(X, Y, 4 - P(X, Y’, t)l < @-ld(y, Y’)~, 
W/33/3-6 
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(3.19) for any given t 
SUPP P(X, Y, t) C{(? Y): 4x, Y) < 2% 
(3.20) fog every x E X and f > 0 
s P(X, Y, t) 44Y) = 1, 
(3.21) there exists aJinite constant c such that 
holds for every y E X and t > 0. 
Proof. In order to prove (3.16), we write 
P(X, Y, 4 < (j -rl(d(x, 4/t) 444j-1 S /-4B(x, 4-l> 
which, by (1.4), is bounded by (A,t)-l. Let us prove (3.17). We have 
As in the proof of Lemma (2.16), we can show that y(d(x, y)/t) is a Lipschitz 
function of order 01 with norm bounded by ct-“. Since T(d(x, y)/t) is a bounded 
function with bounded support, it turns out that it also belongs to Lip(p) for any 
0 < /3 < 01 and its Lipschitz p-norm does not exceeds c’t-8, c’ independent of fi. 
Then, (3.22) is bounded by 
c’(d(x, x’)/t)$(B(x, t))-l 
-t c’(d(x, x’)/t)Q@(x, 2t)) + #(x’> WI 
x [/@(x, t)) . IL(W, wl. 
Thus, by (1.8) and since t < K+(X), we get 
j p(x, y, t) - ,o(x’, y, t)l < ctrE-ld(x, x’)~. 
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The proof of (3.18) is similar to that of (3.17). Parts (3.19) and (3.20) are evident. 
As for (3.21), we have 
p(x, y, t) -cc: p(B(x, t))-l . ?j(d(.Y, y)h. 
If  d(x, y) < 2t, we get B( y, 2t) C B(m, 4k’t) and, bv (I .8), 
/@(?I, 24) < wc(qx, 9). 
Therefore 
which gives (3.21). This ends the proof of the lemma. 
(3.23) LEMMA. Let # belong to En and p(x, y, t) definedfor x, y  E Sand t > 0. 
Assume that 0 < p(x, y, t) sat$ies (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20). Then, 
VW =- j- P(X, Y, 4 RY) 4(y), 
converges to q%(x) in the space Ea as t goes to zero. 
Proof. Let B(x, , Y) C supp #. Then supp +t C B(x, , K(r + 2t)), which 
shows that the support of #+(x) is bounded. In order to estimate II& - 4 /Im , 
we have 
I $t(X) - $49 < 1 P(X,Y, t) I 4(Y) - 544 MY) 
which implies that I[& - # /lol < c I! # Ilots. Let us estimate 11 & - $ (I6 for 
0 < 6 < 01. Let fi such that 0 < 6 < p < 01. If  t < d(x, x’), we have 
KQt - 4(x) - (A - Qw’)l G c . I/ 4 II@ < c . !I * IIs PV(x, xy. 
I f  t > d(x, x’) > 0, we have that B(x, 2t) u B(x’, 2t) C B(x, 3Kt). Also, since 
x # x’, K&(x}) < 3Kt. Then, 
< s 
I p(x, y, t) - P(X’, Y, 01 * I #J(r) - !&)I 4(Y) 
B(Z.BKd 
+ j” ,4x’, ?I, t)l VW - 444 4-b). 
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By (3.17) and (3.20), this is bounded by 
c . t-“-ld(x, X’)’ ij 4 &(3Kt)’ . p(B(x, 3Kt)) + !I $J Ilp . d(% x’)‘. 
Since t > d(x, x’) and 3Kt > I+({x}), by (1.6), we obtain 
I(& - VW) - ($9 - ~)(x’)l G c II # lIst”-WX, 4”. 
Therefore, I/ & - # II6 < c [I Z/J jlat~-6. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
(3.24) COROLLARY. Let k(x) belong to the closure of Ea in Lq(X, dp), 1 < q < 
co. Then, if 
W) = / P(? Y, t) NY) 4(Y), 
where p(x, y, t) is the function defined in Lemma (3.19, we have 
Moreover, if kc(x) is the y-maximal function of the distribution induced by k(x), 
then there is a ifinite constant c such that 
I W < ck,*W, 
almost everywhere on X. 
Proof. By Holder inequality and (3.21), we have 
,< c s I k(yf’ 4W 
Let us choose 4(.x) in Ea such that I/ k - 4 IlLa. < E. Then, 
Now since, by Lemma (3.23) I+&(X) converges uniformly to #(x) and since for 
t < 1 the supports of the functions I,&(X) are contained in a fixed ball, we get 
that I/ # - #Q llLr < E for t small enough. Therefore, I/ k - k, /IL* < (2 + C)E, 
which shows that k,(x) converges to k(x) in Lg(X, dp). Thus, there exists a 
sequence k,,(x), which is almost everywhere convergent to k(x). Now, by 
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Lemma (3.19, there exists a constant c such that c-rp(x, y, t), considered as a 
function of y, belongs to T,(x). Therefore, 
almost everywhere on X. 
(3.25) THEOREM. Let f be a distribution on Ea and assume that f,“(x) belongs to 
L*(X, dp) for 1 < q < co. Then, there exists a function f(x) such that / f(x)1 < 
c . f,*(x) and 
Cf> $4 = jfC4 4(x> 444, 
for every 4 in Em. 
Proof. Let {q&‘(x)} be a partition of the unity for X such that supp &“(x) C 
B(x~~, c) and for any given x, &‘(x) # 0 holds for no more than AT values of k. 
Let # belong to E”! and let B be a ball containing the support of #. We claim that 
if p(x, y, t) is the function defined in Lemma (3.15), then 
#t(x) = j p(x, y, t) 4(y) 4(y) = $2 C v%‘) s, ,4x, Y, t> &‘(Y> MY), (3.26) 
where the limit is taken in the space Ea. In order to prove uniform convergence, 
we have 
= 1 c jB PC% YY t) h'(YMY) - K%‘)l44Y) j 
(3.27) 
which shows the uniform convergence. In order to prove convergence in Lip(p), 
we have 
1 C j [P(x, Y, t) - ,4x’, Y, ~)MY) - +(xk?l Ace(y) My) 1 
< c - t-B-ld(x, x’)~ 11 # /IO co s, dp(y). 
This, together with (3.27), proves (3.26). 
Now, by Lemma (3.23), given A > 0 
607/33/3-7 
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holds for t small enough. On the other hand, by (3.26), we have 
I(ft $A < c I 41i(xa?l . \(h ~/(x,Y, f>#~F(~> 4h))j + A (3.2% 
for c small enough. We can assume that E < t. Let us denote by Akf(x) the func- 
tion defined by 
AKW = jB P(? YT 4 9Lf(Y) 44Y). 
We are going to show that there exists a constant c such that 
[c jB &c’(Y) MY)]-l &WY (3.30) 
belongs to T,(z) for all ZE B(xlcE, c). Take XE B(xke, e). Then, supp Akc C 
B(z, 4Pt). I f  4K2t 3 Ka~({z>), then 
and 
1 Ake(x)j < c * t-l s B+KTY) MY) 
[ AJCE(X) - Ak"(x')] < c . t-Y-ld(x,x')y 1 BMY) MY), 
imply (3.30). I f  0 < 4IPt < K&(x}), then B(.zRE, E) C B(z, 4Pt) = {z}. This 
implies 
4cW = P(X, z> t) bc’6+-44) = W4 4kW. 
Therefore, we can assume that supp A,e C B(x, K&{z})), 
and 
We have shown that also in the case 4K2t < K&(z)) (3.30) holds with c = K, . 
Therefore, we get that for every x E B(x~~, c) 
This implies 
Kfi AkS)I G c .f*H jBrbtic(~) 44~). 
I<h A,‘)1 G c - jBf*(4 AcW 444. (3.31) 
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Going back to (3.29), the estimate (3.31) implies 
On the other hand, since 4 belongs to Lip(p), 
Then, since E is arbitrarely small, we obtain 
I(fT WI < c J--f34 I @4444 + A. (3.32) 
From (3.28) and (3.32), and taking into account that X is any positive number, 
we get 
Let .JC! be the smallest u-algebra such that the functions in Ea become measurable 
functions. Observe that ~2 coincides with the smallest u-algebra containing all 
open sets. Let v  be the measure p restricted to &. Since f,*(x) is lower-semi- 
continuous, then ~,*(X)+(X) is & measurable. Therefore, 
Since f:(x) belongs to L*(X, dv), this shows that f  can be extended to a measure 
on .JZZ which is absolutely continuous with respect to V. From the fact that v  is a 
u-finite measure, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a v-measurable 
function f(x) such that (f, #J) = Jf(x)#(x) dv(x). Then from (3.33) we get 
If(x)1 < cfv*(x), almost everywhere on X. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
(3.34) THEOREM. Let f  be a distribution on Ea. Assume that the y-maximal 
function f,*(x) belongs to Lp(X, dp) for (1 + 7)-l < p < 1. Then, given E > 0 
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and 1 < q < co there exists a function h(x) belonging to Lq(X, dp) such that the 
distribution h on Ed induced by h(x) satisJies 
i (f - 4:(x)” 444 < E. 
Proof. Let t > p(x)-l sfy*(x)Pdp(x) b e such that Q = {x: f:(x) > t} satisfies 
s sz f  T(x)” dp(x) < E. 
Applying Lemma (3.2) for this value of t, we have 
where, by (3.7), 
f=b+g, 
and, by (3.Q 
j b,*W’ 444 e c . j,f T(x)” dcL(x) (3.35) 
g,*(x) < c * t 1 [m/(4x, x,) + G)I~+~ + c . f  ,*(x) xcn(x). 
Therefore, from Lemma (2.22), we get 
I g,*(x,” dp(x) < c . t”p(Q) + c . t’-’ s f,*(x)” dp(x) 
< c - to-” 
s 
f:(x)” dp(x), 
which shows that g:(x) belongs to LQ(X, dp). Now, by Theorem (3.25), we have 
that there exists a function g(x) such that [ g(x)1 < c . g:(x) and the distribution 
on Eel induced by g(x) coincides with g. Then, taking h(x) = g(x), we have that 
h(x) ELq(X, dp) and from (3.35) 
j (f - h),*(x)’ d/4x) = j (f - g),*(x)” dp(x) = j b,*(x)” d4x) 
< c * Jzf,*(x)” dr.l(x) < c * E, s 
which ends the proof of the theorem. 
(3.36) LEMMA. Letf(x) E LQ(X, dp), 1 < q < co, and let f  be the distribution 
on Ea induced by f(x). Let 0 < y  < 01 and (1 + y)-l < p < 1. Assume that the 
y-maximal function f:(x) belongs to Lfl(X, dp) and 1 f(x)\ < cfz(x) ahnost every- 
where on X. Then, with the same notation used in Lemma (3.2), we have: 
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(3.37) If 
771, = (j bL(4 444-1 . jf(Y) MY) 44Yh 
then, 
(3.38) If b,(x) is the function 
u4 = (f(x) - %I> MX), 
then, the distribution on Ea induced by b,(x) coincides with b, . 
(3.39) The series C, b,(x) converges fey every x E X and in Lg(X, dp). Its 
sum induces a distribution on Ea which coincides with b and shall be denoted by 
b(x)- 
(3.40) The function g(x) =f(x) - b(x) satis$es 
g(x) = f(x) xcnw + c %A(4 
and 
I g(x)1 < ct. 
Moreover, g(x) induces a distribution on Ea zohich coincides with g. 
We observe that $f(x) does not satisfy If(x)1 < cf,“(x), then, by Theorem (3.25), 
there exists a function h(x) such that f(x) and h(. ) 2’ in d uce the same distribution and 
j h(x)/ < A,*(x) = cf,*(x). 
Therefore, we can replace f  by h since zcle are concerned with the behaviouv off as a 
distribution and not as a function. 
Proof. Let us estimate HZ, . By (2.14), there existsy, $ J2 such that d(xn ,y,J < 
1 5K2r, . Then, supp & C B(x~ , 2~~) C B(yn , 20K3r,). Since X, # yn , from 
(I .7), we get that 20K3r, 3 K,p({y,J). On the other hand, 
and 
Therefore, 
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Let us prove (3.38). We have 
which is (3.38). The pointwise convergence of En b,(x) is obvious. As for the 
convergence in D(X, dp), since 
1 C (f(x) - m,) d&4 1 G (IfW + 4 x&4 
n 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the series converges in 
L*(X, (ItL) to a function b(x). This implies that 
(b, *> = I h(s) $(x) d/L(x). 
I f  we defineg(x) ==f(x) - b(x), then 
Moreover, 
A4 = f(x) - 44 = fC4 - C W) - m,) $44 
n 
Since If(x)1 < cjn(x) for every x E X, then 
I g(*x)l < c *fY*($ xcdx) f  c * t < 22. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
4. DECOMPOSITION INTO ATOMS 
Let 0 <y <ol and (1 +y)-l <p < 1. Consider a sequence {ai(x of 
p-atoms and a sequence {Xi) of real numbers satisfying Ci j hi 1~ < 73. Since by 
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Corollary (2.7), the y-maximal function (Us),” of the distribution induced by 
Us satisfies J(~$(x)~ C&.(X) < cg , we get 
Then, by Lemma (2.8) there exists a distributionf on El such that f  = xi hiai 
strongly in the dual space of E”. Moreover, f,?(.~) <xi I Xi I,*. This 
implies, 
j 
f,*(x)” d&Y) i< c, c j xi ID < CI;. (4.1) 
z 
That is to say, any pair of sequences (U,(X)} and {XJ verifying the conditions 
stated above define a distributionfon EE whose y-maximal function satisfies (4.1), 
which in turn shows that R(X) belongs to Ln(_Y, CZ’~). In Theorem (4.13) we 
shall prove that, conversely, if f  is a distribution on Ea whose y-maximal 
function f:(x) belongs to D’(S, dp), then f  can be expanded into a series of 
multiples of p-atoms. In order to prove Theorem (4.13) we shall need the 
following lemma. 
(4.2) hwvrA. Let h(x) be a function in L”(A*, dp) such that 1 h(S)1 < 1. 
As.yume thutfor some y, 0 < y  < OL, and some q, (1 --+ y)-l < q < I, the y-muximul 
function h?(x) of the distribution h induced b-v h(x) belongs to L*(,Y, dp). Then, for 
every p, q < p < 1, there exists a numevicul sequence, {A,.., and u sequeme of 
p-atoms, {a&)>, such that 
and 
c j A, 1” ,< c h;(x)’ d&) 
k i’ 
hold, with c a$nite constant independent of h(s). 
Proof. For any number E, 0 < E < 1, we define a sequence of functions, 
{H,(x)}, as follows: H,,(X) = h(x). Proceeding by induction, assume that 
H,-,(X) is defined. Then, if 
we stop the construction obtaining a finite sequence. If  on the contrary 
fz gp > H,*_,(x)’ d&),‘&Y), 
s 
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we define H,(x) as the functiong(x) associated in Lemma (3.36) tof(x) = H,-,(x) 
and t = 8. For those values of k > 1 for which H,(x) is defined, we have 
and 
f-f,(x) = ffk-1(x) - 1 bk,&>7 (4.3) 
n 
I ffk(X)I < CEk (4.4) 
fmX) < h*(x) + c * i 2 1 [Yi,&qX, %a) -I- ~i,n)ll+v- (45) 
i=l n 
Parts (4.3) and (4.4) follow immediately from the definition of H,(x) and 
(3.40). Let us prove (4.5). Assume first that x does not belong to E, = {y E X: 
Hz-_,(y) > c”}. Then, from (3.4), we obtain 
1 b:n(x) d CEk c [rk.n/(d(X, Xk,n) + Yk.n)ll+v, 
n 12 
thus, since from (4.3) we have 
it follows that 
Hk*(x) d H,*_l(x) + CE’C c [Yk,n/(d(X, Xk,n) + ‘k~#+~ (4.6) 
n 
holds for every x in the complementary set of El, . On the other hand if x belongs 
to Ek , then for some n, d(x, xk,J < Y~,~ . Thus from (4.4) we get 
H,*(x) < cEk < c@c [yk,,/(d(x, xk,n) + yk,n)]l+y, 
which implies (4.6) for x in EI, . Therefore, we have shown that (4.6) holds for 
every x in X. For k = 1, (4.5) and (4.6) are the same. If  we assume that (4.5) is 
valid for k = m and H,+r(x) is defined, then (4.6) gives (4.5) for k = m + 1. 
This proves (4.5). 
First, we shall consider the case when the sequence {H,(x)} is infinite, This is 
always the case if p(X) = 00. From (4.3) we have 
w4 = H,(x) + i 1 bdx). 
i=l R 
Since by (4.4) [ H,(x)] < 19, we obtain 
h = f;z $ c b,,% = f c bi,n , 
2=1 n i=l n 
(4.7) 
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where the limit is taken in the sense of distributions. Let 
and 
hi,n = 2cei-1 . p(B(q, ) 2ri,J)riP 
From the expression given in (3.38) for bi,,(.v) we get that the support of e,,,(x) 
is contained in B(xi,, , 2ri,J, 
II ei,n IL < k@(+,,, , 2ffi,PiP and 
I 
ei,n(X) d/L(N) = 0. 
This shows that e,,,(x) is ap-atom. Then, from (4.7), 
h = f 1 hi,nei,n , (4.8) 
i=I n 
in the sense of distributions. Let us estimate z:i x.n j hi.n 19. From the definitions 
of hi,n and I$ and taking into account (2.12) and (2.15) we get 
f  1 j hi,n /’ < (2C)‘e-“M f  +L(Ei). (4.9) 
i=l 11 i=l 
For the measure of E, , using (4.5), we obtain 




+(Ei) < c A*(+ d/e+) + c j=l cj”r(Ei)]* (4.10) 
Let us denote b, = f  P(X)* C&(X) and bj = +(Ej), for j 3 1. Then, (4.10) can 
be written as 
i-l 
bi G C z. bj * (4.11) 
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It can be shown that if a sequence {bJ satisfies (4.11) then bi < b,(c + 2)” for 
every e’ 3 0. Therefore, 
&/.L(Ej) < (c j- 2)” i’ h*(X)g d&g. 
Thus, from (4.9), it follows that 
Now, choosing E small enough so that @-q(c + 2) < 1, we obtain 
which proves the Lemma for the case when {H,(x)] is an infinite sequence. 
Assume now that the sequence (Hk(x)} is finite. Since necessarely p(X) is 
finite, we may assume p(X) = 1. Let H,,(x) be the last function of the sequence, 
then 
(4.12) 
Moreover, for k < m, the function H&(x) satisfies (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5). Thus, we 
can write 
h(X) =’ H,(X) + 1 1 hi,,(X)* 
i=l n 
As before, we have bi,lP(x) = hi,neiS,(x) where E~,~(N) is a p-atom and hiSn = 
2~&$4B(x~,~ , 2~~,J)l/~. Let 
b w&+1,1(4 = j K%(Y) 44Y) * Xx(“) 
and 
b rnfl &I = f&&9 - 1 WY) 44Y)- 
These functions have their supports contained in X = B(x, , 2K+(X)) and the 
integral of b,+,,,( ) x is e ua q 1 t o zero. Moreover, by (4.4), if we define hm+l,l = 
JH,(y)dp(y) and hm+1,2 = ICE”, we get b,,L-Fl,n(~) L= 4~z+l,n em+dx), n = 1, 2, 
where the functions CZ,,+~,,(X) are p-atoms. Thus, 
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In order to estimate C:,‘4:’ En 1 hj,71 IP, we observe that by (4.12) and (4.4) 
IX ,n+l,l II’ + / xvc+1,2 11, < l-PIJ < CC-P .r 
HJp)” dp(s) 
:-; (--IJtl!r(IJ--‘I) 
i H;(s)Q d/L(x). 
On the other hand, by (4.5) and (2.2) we get 
Then arguing as in the case of an infinite sequence, we get 
which finishes the proof of the Lemma. 
(4.13) THEOREM. Let f be a distribution on Ea such that for some y, 0 < y < a, 
and some p, ( I y)-l <p < 1, its y-Nz~~~nzaZfuncti~f~(.~) belongs toLi’(-Y, dp). 
Then, there exists a sequence of p-atoms, {a,(x)], and a nzmerical sequence, {A,,), 
such that 
f = 1 &an 
11 
stron& in the dual space of ER. Moreoaer, there exist two positive and finite 
constants cb and CT, independent off such that 
c; j.f;(x)” d&) d c / A,, 1” S; c”, j f,*(x)" d,(s). 
,l 
Proof. \Ve shall give the proof in the case p(S) zP m. The case /l(S) ,< 3rj 
follows the same lines. First, assume that f:(x) belongs to (Ln n L3)(S, d/L). 
Then, by Theorem (3.25), f can be represented by a function f(x) satisfying 
/ f(x)1 < cf:(w). Gil-en an integer k, by Lemma (3.36) we have 
f(x) = B,(x) + G,(s), 
where BK(x) and G,( x are the functions b(a) and g(x) corresponding to t = 2”. 7) 
Denote by Q, m= lx: f*(x) > 2L]. Since for every integer k, R,(s) + G,.(x) m: 
B,:+,(x) -t Gk+,(s), we can define a function AI;(x) as 
h,(x) =- G,+,(x) - G,(x) == l&.(x) - &,,(x). 
Let us estimate h:(x). Since h,.(w) = G,,,(x) - Gk(x), by (3.40) we have 
i h,(x)’ :< c?, (4.14) 
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which implies Q(x) < ~2~. Thus, for every x in Qk, 
h,*(x) < c2k c (Yk.i/(d(% %k,i) + Tk.i))l+y, 
On the other hand if x $ Qk , since hk(X) = Bk(x) - B,+,(x), we have 
m4 < 634 + fc+&), 
which by (3.6), is bounded by 
[Yk.i/(d(x, xk,i) + Yk.i)ll+y + c [yk+,,i/(d(x, xk+l.i) + yk+l.i)ll.+y . 
z 1 
Therefore, for every x in X, we get 
k+l 
G(x) < c2” zk; [y&Q, %.i> + ~i.iY+‘~ (4.15) 
Then, by Lemma (2.2), for any 4 satisfying (1 + y)-l < q < 1, we obtain 
s h,*(x)‘l d/L(x) < c2y42k). 
Let us show that xF=‘=_, h, converges strongly tof. We have 
f- c h,=f--G,,,tG-,=B,+,+G-,. 
7:=-m 
Since by (3.7) 
then, from Lemma (2.8) we obtain the strong convergence to zero of B,+r as 712 
goes to infinity. On the other hand, since by (3.40) 1 G-,,,(x)1 < c2-“, we get 
that G-,, converges strongly to zero as m goes to infinity. 
By (4.14) the function c-l2-“h,(x) is bounded by one. Moreover, for any q, 
(I + r)-l < q < p, from (4.15) and Lemma (2.2), we get 
s (c-12-kh,)*(4q 444 < w(Q,), 
then, by Lemma (4.2) there exist a sequence {+Jx)} of p-atoms and a sequence 
{X,,i} of numbers such that 
c-12-kh I; = c hk.iak i 
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and 
Therefore, if we define pk,i = ~2’~h,,~ , we obtain 
and 
Recalling that f = Cz, hk , we have 
and 
Applying Lemma (2.8) once again, we obtain the strong convergence of the 
double series to f. By (4.1) it follows that 
s f,*tx>’ &cx) < c 1 c 1 fk.i 1’. k i 
This finishes the proof of the theorem under the additional assumption that 
f,“(x) belongs to L2(X, c&). Next, we shall remove that assumption. Let f be a 
distribution with its y-maximal function f:(x) inLp(X, &). By Theorem (3.34), 
for any positive integer k, there exists a function fk(x) in L2(X, &) such that 
j (f -fk)*@)” (IcL@) < 2-k jf*@)’ ‘tL@)* 
We define fo(x) = 0. This function fo(x) a so 1 satisfies the condition above. As a 
consequence of Lemma (2.8) we get that 
gl (fit - fk-1) = f, 
strongly in the dual space of Ea. Now, since (fk -f&*(x) belongs to 
(L2 n LP)(X, dp), by the first part of the proof we can write f,C --fkdl = 
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x:i X,,iali,i , where the functions u&x) are p-atoms and xi / h,,< 11’ < c J(fi; - 
fk-J*(x)” &L(x). Therefore, 
< 2c . ,2,2-k 
c lj 
f*(x)” dp(x) = 2c . jf*(x)ll d/L(x). 
This shows that 
strongly in the dual space of Eel and 
as we claimed in the statement of the theorem. 
A consequence of Theorem (4.13) is the following density Theorem: 
(4.16) THEOREM. Let f be a distribution on Ea such that for some y, 0 < y  < 01, 
and some p, (1 + y)-l <p < 1, its y-maximal function belongs to Lp(X, dp). 
Then, given E > 0, there exists a function C(x) belonging to Ea such that 
[ (f - N%v 44x) -=c l . ” 
Proof. It follows from Theorem (4.13) that it suffices to prove the theorem 
for the Case when f  is a p-atom a(x). Let B(xs , Y) be the ball associated to the 
p-atom a(x) in (1.13). Since a p-atom belongs to L2(X, dp), we can decompose 
a(x) in a unique way as a(x) = b(x) + ( ), c x w h ere b(x) belongs to the closure of 
E” in L2(X, dp) and c(x) is orthogonal to Ea. Then, 
j 44 YW 444 = f 44 444 444 (4.17) 
holds for every #(x) in E”. Let t(x) be a function in E” with support contained 
in B(x, , 2~) and equal to one on B(x, , r). Since a(x) = b(x)[(x) + c(x)s(x), 
b(x)t(x) belongs to the closure of E” in L2(X, dp) and c(x)[(x) is othogonal to 
Ea, we get b(x) = b(x)t(x), showing that the support of b(x) is contained in 
B&J 9 2~). Moreover, 
I b(x) 44x) = j b(x) 5‘(x) dp(x) = j a(x) 5(x) dp(x) = s a(x) C+(X) = O. 
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From (4.17) we obtain that b*(x) = U*(X). Then, by Corollary (3.24) and (1.14), 
we have 
1 b(x)1 < cb*(x) = ca”(x) < q@(q) , Y))-l:p < c*p(B(x, , 2r))-r/p. 
Thus, we have shown that c-lb(x) is a p-atom. 
Let p(x, JJ, t) be the function defined in Lemma (3.15). Then, by Corollary 
(3.24), given E > 0 there exists t, T > t > 0, such that the function 
beIongs to E”, its support is contained in &x0 , 4Kr), 1 e(x)1 < 11 b I& and 
I 
/ b(x) - e(x)j2 c+(s) < c2. 
Let 0 < c(x) < 1 be a function in Ea with support contained in B(x, , 6Kr) and 
equal to one on B(x, , 4Kv). Let 4(x) be defined by 
This function 4(x) belongs to Em, its support is contained in B(x, , WY) and 
J +(x) &(x) = 0. Moreover, ) +(x)1 < 2 /j e \lm < 2 jJ b jlm . These properties of 
4 imply that 4 is a multiple of a p-atom. Let us estimate the La-norm of 6 - 4. 
Since the integral of b(x) is equal to zero, then 
W - 9(4 = 44 - 44 + (It(r) b(r))-l * 1 [e(y) - &41 MY) - 564. 
Therefore, 
/I 6 - + /IL2 < ~(1 + ;I 5 ilr2) I! e - 6 llLz < 4 + II 5 11,~) * E- 
Then, by Lemma (2.3), we obtain 
1 (a - c)*(x)” 444 = J (6 - +)*w” 444 
<c-P, 
which ends the proof of the Theorem. 
5. ATOMIC HP SPACES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let 0 < p < co. In this paragraph, Lip(p) shall stand for the Banach space 
of all Lipschitz functions of order p with the norm jj * ]]a , if p(X) = CO, and 
II * II4 + II - Urn t if PCL(W -c ~0. 
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The space Lip(O) is defined as the Banach space of all the functions 4 in 
BMO such that, for every ball B and E > 0 there exists a bounded continuous 
function 4 satisfying, 
endowed with the norm jj . //s , if p(X) = co, and jl .l10 + 11 . /jLIS if p(X) < co. 
Let a(x) be a p-atom and 4(x) a function in Lip(l/p - 1). Then, 
defines a linear functional on Lip(l/p - 1). F rom the definitions of p-atom and 
Lip(l/p - l), it follows immediately that 
I(& #>I d c II # llhh-1) t (5.1) 
where c is a finite constant independent of C/J(~) and u(x). Moreover, for every 
sequence of p-atoms {u,(x)} and every numerical sequence {hi}, the series 
CC Xi(ui , I/J) converges absolutely for every /J(X) in Lip(l/p - 1). Since, by (5.1), 
welhave 
This shows that 
Cf, 4) = 1 U”i P *> (5.2) 
z 
is a bounded linear functional on Lip(1 /p - I). The norm off as an element of 
the dual space of Lip( l/p - 1) is bounded by c (x:i I hi lP)llP. 
We define HP as the linear space of all bounded linear functionals f  on 
Lip( l/p - 1) which can be represented as (5.2) where {ai} is a sequence of 
p-atoms and {hi} is a numerical sequence such that xi I Xi /p < co. For f  in HP, 
we define 
Ilf llHp = inf I(? 14 Ip)“p!p 
where the infimum is taken over all possible representations off of the form (5.2). 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let # belong to Lip@), 0 < /3 < 01, and Zet p(x, y, t) be the 
function defined in Lemma (3.15). I f  &(x) denotes the function 
M4 = j- P(X, Y, t) $(Y) dAy), 
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then, 
and for every ball B, 
Proof. For 0 < B < LY, the proof of the lemma is similar to the proof of 
Lemma (3.23). Let us consider the case p = 0. The proof of (5.5) is simple and 
will be omitted. Let us estimate II & I],, . Given a ball B = B(x, , r), we have 
By (3.20), we get that for any constant c, 
Observe that (3.19) implies that the integrand is equal to zero for y  # B(x, 2t) u 
B(z, 2t) C B(x, , K(2t + Y)). Thus, 
I ?hw - 1cltMl 
< I B(r~,K($t+r)) I PC% YP 4 - P(-% Yf 41 . I 4(Y) - c I dP(Y)- (5.7) 
Assume t < Y. Then, B(x, , K(2t + Y)) C B(x, , 
in (5.7), from (5.6), we obtain 
3Kr). Taking C = ~B(ro,3K7)(~) 
CL(B)-~ j-, I VW) - ~BO,~)I 444 
which, by (3.21), . b IS ounded by a constant times Ij I/ Ilo . Next, assume t 3 Y. Then, 
&xo , Wf + y)) C B(x, , 3Kt). Taking C = ms(z,.sK,.($) in (5.7), by (3.16) we 
get 
< 2ct-%(B(x, ,3W) II # II,, 
607/33/3-8 
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I f  3Kt > K&(x0)), then from (1.6) it follows that 
holds for every x and z in B(x, , Y). This inequality is valid even if 3Kt < 
Kz${xO}), since in this case B(xO , Y) = Ix,,}, implying that if x and x belong to 
B(% T Y) then x must be equal to x and therefore &(x) - &(z) = 0. Using (5.8) 
in (5.6), we get that 
If  p(X) = CO, the estimates obtained for t < Y and t > Y show that (5.4) holds 
for every t > 0. If  p(X) < co, the same estimates plus 
show that (5.4) also holds in this case. 
(5.9) THEOREM. Let 0 < y  < LY and (1 + y)-r < p < 1. For every f  in 
HI’, we denote by f  the restriction off to Ea. Then Yf =j dejines an injective 
linear transformation from HP onto the space of the distributions g on Eel such 
that g,*(x) belongs to LP(S, dp). iMoreover, there exist two positive and finite 
constants c1 and c2 such that 
holds for every f  in Hx’. 
Proof. Let f  = Ci &a, be an element of HP. From (4.1) it follows that the 
restrictionf” of f  to Edi is a distribution satisfying 
Thus, 
I 
j;(x)’ dp(x) < c, c j hi ID < 00. 
i 
Let g be a distribution on Ea such that g,*(x) belongs to Lp. By Theorem (4.13), g 
can be represented as g = Ci hiai , where (ai( is a sequence of p-atoms and 
{Ai> is a numerical sequence such that Ci I Ai 1~ < CO. By (5.2), the series 
xi hia, defines an element of HP whose restriction to Eel obviously coincides 
withg. Thus, we have shown that the image of HP under the linear transformation 
rj -gis the space of all the distributionsg such thatg:(x) belongs toLp(X, dp). 
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Let us prove that Y is injcctive. Assume that f  = xi hia, belongs to the 
kernel of Y-, i.e. <f, $1 = 0 for every 4 in Ea. We are going to prove that 
crf, #I> :-= 0 for every 4 in Lip(l/p - 1). W e o b serve that it is enough to show 
<If, G> =_ 0 for any Z/J 2.0, since the positive and negative parts of a function II, in 
Lip(ljp - 1) also belong to Lip( l/p - 1). For any given E > 0, let N be such 
that (2 l>N ] hi iP)l/* < E and B = B(x, , 1’) be a ball containing the supports of 
the p-atoms a,(x), 1 < i < N. Consider a function 4(x) with bounded support 
belonging to Lip(l/p - 1). Then, the functions #t(x) defined in Lemma (5.3) 
belong to E* for 0 < t < I. Therefore, (f, #t,a ’ = 0 for those values of t. Then 
On the other hand, we have 
By (5.5), the integral on the right hand side goes to zero with t. This shows that 
<f, #>, = 0 for every #(x) in Lip(l/p - 1) with bounded support. I f  p(X) < a, 
this implies thatfis equal to zero on Lip( I /p - 1) as claimed. Assume p(S) = m. 
Let 0 < q(s) ,< 1 be a differentiable function defined for 0 < s < GO such that 
T(S) = 1 for 0 < s < 1 and v(s) = 0 for 2 < s < co. As in the proof of Lemma 
(2.16), we can show that the function s(x) = ~(d(x, x0)/~) belongs to Lip( 1 ip - 1) 
and I/ 5 ~I~l,pPl) < 1 if Y  is big enough. Consider now a positive and bounded 
function I/J in Lip(l/p - I). We define 
This function is constant on B(r, , Y) and equal to #(x) outside B(x, , 2~). 
Moreover, 
Thus, 4 - 4 belongs to Lip(l/p - 1) and has bounded support, which implies 
<:J, 4 - 4’ = 0. Since 4 is donstant on the supports of the p-atoms n, , 1 < i .< 
N, we have 
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therefore, 
Kf, #>I d c (1 I Ai lP)i,, II 4 /1~1h-1) 
i>N 
G CYII * l/(1/~--1) + II * lla4 * E? 
showing that (f, #> = 0 f or every positive and bounded function $ in Lip( l/p - 1). 
Finally, let #(x) 3 0 belong to Lip(l/p - 1). For any positive integer A, we 
define 
h(x) = min(+), k). 
The functions&(x) are bounded, &(x) < #(x) and the sequence {&(x)} converges 
to 9(x>. Moreover, II A /Io~~-~) G 2 II ti 11~1~9-1) . Therefore, 
{f, #> = (f, 4 - 6~) = i hi<% 9 * - 54~) + C hi<% P C - dk>. 
i=l i>N 
For the last sum we have the estimate 
On the other hand, 
which, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, tends to zero as k goes 
to infinity. Therefore, we have shown that (f, 9) = 0 for any # in Lip(l/p - 1). 
This proves that 9-f =pis injective. By Theorem (4.13),fcan be represented as 
f = C Aiai , where 
Since Y is injective, we get 
Therefore, 
f = C Aiai . 
4 II f llfp G (J f,*w 444 y . 
This inequality together with (5.11) implies (5.10) ending the proof of the 
Theorem. 
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